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An AI in Education programme with a specific emphasis on Literacy 

An AI in Education programme sponsored by the MDIA and coordinated by the Centre for Literacy of the University of Malta in conjunction with 
the National Literacy Agency. 

Project team: University of Malta (Prof.  Charles L. Mifsud), National Literacy Agency (Mr Albert Pace, Mr David Muscat) 

Learning outcomes: 

1) Through an open source platform, 8 to 10 years old children and their educators will be able to 

participate in creative programming activities for literacy in which they learn how to build 

games, program and train their own AI assistants.  

2) Through the use of the platform, children and educators can learn to program with embodied 

intelligent agents which in turn become learning companions. The goal is to enable learners to 

interact with an AI assistant but also program it, train it to remember and learn things over time, 

and have reflective conversations with their peers prompted by it. 

3) As part of the AI in Education projects we will be able to consider why, how and when can 

embodied intelligent companions support children and to learn via reflective teaching.  

 

In this AI in Education research and development project we will address the following questions by 

allowing children and educators to use a visual programming interface to control and customize an 

embodied intelligent agent. 

i. What are the new intergenerational learning pathways that such companions can facilitate?  

ii. How can these future learning companions be integrated into various learning applications and 

what are the generalizable design considerations?  
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Unit 1: Introduction 

Introducing the laptop 

During these lessons we will be using our laptop to design and run programs, as an introduction for 

Artificial intelligence. 

Some of these programs will be created online, while others will be created or run directly from an 

application that has been downloaded to the laptop.  Both of these applications use drag and drop 

Scratch based programming. 

These programs can be tested directly in the application itself or downloaded to the BBC micro:bit 

pocket size computer. 

 

Introducing the BBC micro:bit 

The micro:bit was designed to help students and adults understand how computers work.  Computers 

require software and hardware to work together to interact with humans.  The new micro:bit pocket 

size computer has an LED light display, two buttons, a microphone, a built-in speaker and other input/ 

output sensors to communicate with you. 

 

Safety guides while using the micro:bit device. 

The micro:bit device is a small board with all the circuitry exposed.  Handling with care is important to 

prevent damaging the electronic components on board.  

The device is powered by two AAA batteries inside a battery compartment.  It is also important to 

unplug battery compartment from micro:bit device with care. This should be done by pulling from the 

plastic connector only.  

Only touch the device from the edges especially when this is powered on. 

Always keep the micro:bit device in the antistatic bag when not in use. 

It is recommended that different micro:bit devices are numbered so that students always use their 

assigned device to observe COVID-19 regulations.  

The Microsoft MakeCode editor offers a built-in simulator to limit the handling of the micro:bit device 

when possible. 
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Programming the micro:bit online 

An interesting site for the programming of the BBC micro:bit can be found on the internet. 

i) Open your favourite web browser such as Microsoft Edge or Google Chrome. 

ii) In the address bar write: microbit.org  

iii) Press Enter to surf to the BBC microbit website 

 

 

or 

iv) Open your favourite web browser  

v) In the address bar  or search engine’s  text box write microbit 

vi) Press Enter 

vii) Click on the Micro:bit Educational Foundation | micro:bit link to visit website 
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The Microsoft MakeCode programming tool. 

This programming tool is an easy way to program the micro:bit using blocks which are dragged to form 

the required instructions. 

To open the Microsoft MakeCode programming tool. 

From the microbit.org website home page 

i) Click on the Let’s code link 

 

 

 

ii) Click on the Go to MakeCode editor button.   

 

Let’s get started in MakeCode Editor. 

Our first step into programming will be with the Flashing Heart tutorial. 

Bertu and Bettina, our two puppets, are longing to play and show us their reactions with the use of the 

Micro:bit device.  So, 

i) Click on the Flashing Heart icon.  

 

 and then 
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ii) Click the Blocks – Start Tutorial button.    

 

iii) Click OK to start. 

 

To create the Flashing Heart program: 

i) Drag the show leds block from the Basic group to the forever loop. 

 

ii) Draw a heart shape by clicking on leds. 

 

 

 

iii) Click Next if you want to follow the tutorial. 
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iv) Drag another show leds block. You may this leave block empty or draw any shape you 

desire. 

 

v) Click Next to move forward. 

 

vi) Look at the micro:bit simulator to see the result of this simple program. 

 

 

vii) Click Finish to end the programming. 
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Saving a program to your laptop or computer 

 It is always important to save files that you want to keep. 

To save program: 

i) Type a name for the program you are about to save or keep the name given in the text box shown 

at the bottom of the MakeCode editor. 

ii) Click the download button or the save file icon to save the file to your hard drive. 

 

Flashing program to the micro:bit using a USB cable 

i) Connect micro:bit device to laptop/computer via USB cable.  A new MICROBIT drive icon 

appears in File Explorer. 

ii) Files are downloaded to the Download folder of the laptop/computer’s hard drive. 

iii) Locate the downloaded file.  MakeCode files are saved as .hex  filetypes. 

iv) Drag the required file to the MICROBIT drive icon.  This is called flashing as the file is saved 

in the flash memory of the micro:bit device.  A flicking led shows that the file is being 

flashed. 

v) If batteries are attached to the micro:bit device you may unplug the USB cable. 

 

Firmware update 

What is firmware? 

Hardware is the physical part of a device.  

Software is a set of instructions that you write to control the device.   

Firmware is in between software and hardware. Firmware is a special kind of software that allows a 

device to function properly.  It is stored in the device’s memory, it does not erase when you switch off 

the device or download new instructions, but it can be updated. A firmware update is sometimes 

required to allow the use of features such as WebUSB to be used with the micro:bit device.  WebUSB 

allows programs to be downloaded directly to the micro:bit without the need to install other software.  
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Updating the firmware of the micro:bit 

There are two versions of the BBC micro:bit – V1 and V2 

To identify which version of micro:bit you possess, at the back of the micro:bit and near the bottom 

right corner you will find V1 or V2. The micro:bit will work properly with the firmware that came with it. 

i) From microbit.org website click on Get started 

 

ii) and then click User guide 

 

iii) Scroll downwards and click Firmware – How to update the firmware. 

 
iv) Disconnect battery pack and USB cable from micro:bit device. Leave the USB cable attached to 

laptop/computer. 

v) Hold down reset button at the back of micro:bit while you plug-in USB cable.  This will place the 

micro:bit in MAINTENANCE mode. 
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vi) In your File Explorer you will find a new drive called MAINTENANCE. 

 

vii) Download the .hex file for your version of micro:bit by clicking on the appropriate button. 

 

viii) From Downloads folder in the File Explorer window – drag the .hex file to the MAINTENANCE 

drive. 

 

ix) You will see a flickering light at the back of the micro:bit to indicate that a file is being flashed. 

x) The drive will now change back to the MICROBIT icon in File Explorer. 
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Downloading a program directly to the Micro:bit using a Bluetooth connection. 

This action needs the laptop to have a Bluetooth connection turned on. This enables the Micro:bit and 

other Bluetooth devices to be connected in wireless mode. 

To check if Bluetooth is ON 

i) Click Windows icon   on the laptop/computer’s taskbar. 

 

ii) Click  Settings icon and then 

 

iii) type Bluetooth 

 

 

 

iv) Click on Bluetooth and other devices settings 

 

v) Check if Bluetooth is on. 
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Downloading the program directly to the Micro:bit from the MakeCode editor 

i) Click on the three dots in the download section of the MakeCode editor. 

 

ii) Click on Pair device 

 

iii) Insert two AAA batteries into the battery compartment and attach battery unit to Micro:bit 

device. Pay attention to the correct polarity of the batteries. 

iv) Connect the Micro:bit to your laptop using a USB cable. 

v) Click on Pair Device button and  

 

vi) Select BBC micro:bit CMSIS-DAP from the list. 

vii) Click the Connect button. 

viii) The download button changes as seen below. 

 

ix) Click the download button to flash the program to the Micro:bit device. 

x) Once download is complete you can unplug the USB cable from the Micro:bit. 
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Name tag – Names of the puppets 

This short program uses the MakeCode editor to instruct the micro:bit to show the names of the two 

puppets.  The program uses the two buttons on the micro:bit to start the instructions given. 

Let’s start to create a new project. 

i) Open the MakeCode editor from the microbit.org website. 

ii) Click on New project. 

 

iii) Type a name for your new project. 

 

 

iv) Click on the Create button or press the Enter key. 

Let’s clear the workspace first. 

v) To clear the start and forever blocks, drag these two blocks to the left until a waste bin appears 

and then release the left mouse button. 
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vi) From the Input group, drag ‘on button A pressed’ to the workspace. 

 

 

 

 

vii) From the Basic group drag a ‘show string’ block into the ‘on button A pressed’ block. 

 

 

 

viii) Type the name of your puppet in the ‘show string’ text box and press Enter key. 
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Look at the simulator on the left side of the MakeCode editor. 

 

ix) Click the button A on the simulator to view the result of this small program. 

 

You can see that the instruction is transferred to the simulator and displays the text one character at a 

time. 

 

Let’s modify our program to display the word in text box twice and add the use button B. 

i) From the Loops group drag a repeat – do block to the workspace and change the number to 2. 

 

 

 

ii) Drag the show string into the repeat block. 
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iii) Drag both blocks to the ‘on button A pressed’ block. 

 

To duplicate blocks: 

iv) Right click the ‘on button A pressed’ block and click on Duplicate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v) Click on the arrow next to the button A and change it to B. 
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vi) Change the word in the second text box. 

 

 

vii) Try the new instructions on the simulator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

viii) Save project and download to micro:bit if required. 

 

See the section on how to download a program to the micro:bit using USB cable or Bluetooth. 
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Unit 2: Bringing the AI puppets to life 

Talking to each other – radio communication between BBC micro:bits 

Several micro:bits can be made to communicate with each other if the same program is downloaded.  

Here is an example on how this is done. 

i) Open the MakeCode editor. 

ii) Create a new project and name it radio communication. 

iii) Clear the screen from the ‘start’ and ‘forever’ blocks. 

iv) From the Input group drag a ‘on button A pressed’ block to the empty workspace. 

 

 

 

v) From the Radio group drag a ‘radio send number 0’ block to the ‘on button A pressed’ block. 

 

 

vi) From the Basic group drag a ‘show icon’ block to the ‘on button A pressed’ block. 

 

 

vii) Click the arrow next to heart shape if you want to change the icon shown. 
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viii) Duplicate all the blocks by right clicking the ‘on button A pressed’ block and select duplicate. 

 

 

ix) Change  

a. button A to button B 

b. radio send number to 1 

c. the icon to a frowny or anything you prefer. 

 

Your program should now look like this: 

 

 

Now you need to program the receiving micro:bit 

 

x) From the Radio group drag a ‘on radio received receivedNumber’ block to the workspace. 
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xi) Decide what to do with the received number. 

From the Logic group drag an ‘if - then - else’ conditional block to the ‘on radio received’ block. 

 

 

 

Remember you are sending 0 when the button A is pressed and sending 1 when button B is pressed.  

These are the two conditions to be observed. 

So when 0 is received you should see a smiley on your micro:bit, else if 1 is received you should see a 

frowny. 

xii) From the Logic group drag the equality comparison to replace the true condition in the IF 

statement. 

xiii) From the ‘on radio received’ block drag the receivedNumber variable to the equality. 

comparison. 
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xiv) When you receive a 0 you should see a smiley.  So, from the Basic group drag a ‘show icon’ 

block to the ‘if’ block and change it to a smiley. 

 

 

xv) Add another ‘show icon’ block to the ‘else’ block and change it to a frowny. 

 

 

xvi) Add an ‘on start’ block from Basic group and then insert a ‘radio set group’ block from the radio 

group. Any number will do. 

Test the program on the MakeCode simulator.  Two micro:bits should appear on the screen. 

Click buttons A or B to see the reaction on both micro:bits. 
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The complete block coding is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

xvii) Save and download the program to two or more micro:bits. 
 

Using the BBC micro:bit as a compass 

The micro:bit includes a built-in compass sensor called magnetometer.  This allows the micro:bit to 

sense Earth’s magnetic field and roughly indicate where you are pointing. 

Let’s program the micro:bit to be a compass. 

i) Create a new project and name it e.g. my compass. 

ii) Remove the ‘on start’ block. 

iii) From the Variables group, click Make a Variable and name it Degrees.  
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iv) Click OK to create the new variable. 

v) From the Variables group drag a ‘set Degrees to 0’ block to the forever block. 

 

 

vi) From the Input group drag a ‘compass heading (o)’ block to replace the zero in the ‘set 

Degress to…’ block. 

 

 

 

vii) From the Logic group drag an ‘If - then - else’ block to the forever block. 

 

 

 

viii) From the Logic group drag a ‘less than’ comparison to replace the true comparison in the  

‘if - then - else’ block.  
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ix) From the Input group drag another ‘compass heading (o)’ to replace the first 0 in the IF 

block. Write 45 instead of the second 0. 

 

 

x) If this condition is true the micro:bit should display N. 
From the Basic group drag a ‘show string’ block into the IF block and type N instead of the 
“Hello!” 
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xi) Click the + sign below the else section. The ‘if - then - else’ block will open a new branch. 
 

 
 

xii) Duplicate the condition ‘compass heading (o)< 45’ to the else if condition and change the 
number to 135.  Add another ‘show string’ block and type E.  
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xiii) Repeat the instructions in (xi) and (xii) until you get the coding shown below. 
Finally add a ‘show string’ block in the remaining else condition.  Type N in the final string. 

 
 

xiv) Test the program in the MakeCode simulator by turning the micro:bit icon. 

 
xv) Download this program to the micro:bit. To calibrate the compass sensor in the micro:bit, 

tilt the device until all LEDs are lit. Then turn the micro:bit to show direction. 
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Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a type of intelligence that is learned by machines to simulate human 

behaviour.  A branch of artificial intelligence is Machine Learning which, by repeated instructions 

mimics human actions.  Artificial intelligence is used in computer controlled machines, automated 

cars, voice controlled assistants, image recognition, games etc. 

Machine Learning (ML) is a type of artificial intelligence that trains computer based programs to 

predict images, sounds and even poses. 

Use of Teachable machine as machine learning application 

i) Open your favourite web browser such Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome or Firefox. 

ii) Type Teachable machine in a search engine and press Enter. 

iii) Click Teachable Machine link to visit the teachable machine web site. 

 

iv) Click the Get Started button to start training. 
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v) We will be focusing on an image project. 

Click Image project to open the training section where images are collected. 

 

vi) Samples can be collected from a webcam or uploaded from local drive. 

 

Click in ‘Class 1’ text box and type a name for the first class e.g. Rock, Paper or Scissors. 

 

vii) This step requires that you have images saved in your local drive or pictures which may be 

recorded by the webcam. Let’s start with the webcam training model. 
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viii) Click Webcam and allow permission to use webcam. 

 

 

ix) Place a picture in front of the webcam and click the Hold to Record button while turning the 

picture in all directions.  

 

 

x) Change the name for Class 2 e.g Paper and repeat the recording of images for this class. 
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xi) To add a new class click the Add a class icon 

Repeat the recording procedure for the new class. 

 

xii) When all classes have been recorded the model is now ready for training. 

Click the Train Model button to start training process. 

 

xiii) Extra windows may have to be closed to continue the training process. 

 

xiv) When the training process ends a Preview window appears on the right side of the screen.  The 

bars at the bottom part of the window show the confidence percentage that the training model 

has obtained when an image is displayed. 
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xv) Click on the Export Model button. 

 

 

xvi) In the Export your model section click on Upload My Model. 

 

 

xvii) Once uploaded click on the Copy icon to copy the shareable link shown. 

 

 

xviii) For future use paste your link into a word processor and save. 
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PictoBlox 

PictoBlox is a graphical programming software based Scratch 3.0 that makes coding fun and easy. With a 

user-friendly interface and drag-and-drop functionality, it is the ideal companion for the setting the first 

step into the world of programming.  

Downloading PictoBlox 

i) Open your favourite web browser and search for Pictoblox. 

ii) Click Download PictoBlox. 

 

iii) Click on your computer’s Windows installer – 64bit or 32bit (See note below) 

a) Click Windows icon, type System and press Enter key. 

b) Look at the computer’s System type. 
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iv) Type your name and email address in the dialogue box. 

v) Click Download Now!  

vi) Run the .exe file to install PictoBlox. 

vii) When installation is complete, open the PictoBlox application. 

 

To use the artificial intelligence extensions the user needs to join the STEMpedia community. 

i) Open PictoBlox and from top right corner click Sign In. 

 

ii) From the Sign In window click Join. 

 

iii) If you are older than 16 years click Yes.  Younger students need Guardian’s consent email. 
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iv) Type in your email and click submit. 

 

v) STEMpedia will send an email to activate account.  Click Activate Account. 

 

vi) Back to PictoBlox – Fill in details and click Submit. 

 

 

 


